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ABSTRACT

This article seeks to dissect the evolution of digital governance within the Canadian public sector at an expansionary time for cloud computing and wider reforms often referred to as Gov 2.0. Beyond infrastructure, the notion of the cloud may also be viewed as a proxy for a wider societal transformation that, in turn, impacts government both administratively and politically. This wider transformational nonetheless faces tensions between traditional proprietary concepts and mindsets and newer emerging models of open source and shared openness. The future of the Canadian public sector requires a careful navigation and blending of these two worldviews. While some observers may prefer to decouple cloud computing from new governance capacities associated with Gov 2.0 (viewing the cloud instead strictly through a prism of internal architecture and infrastructure), the evidence presented in this article suggests that both directions are intimately related in shaping the public sector going forward.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to dissect, assess, and better understand the evolution of digital governance within the Canadian public sector at an expansionary time for both cloud computing solutions and wider reforms often referred to as Gov 2.0. Both directions are tied to the advent of the Internet and virtualization on the one hand, and on the other hand the increasingly networked patterns of governance structurally and culturally challenging traditional government pillars of hierarchical control and proprietary notions of ownership in terms of information and infrastructure.

Governments around the world are thus actively studying and pursuing (to varying degrees, depending on the jurisdiction) cloud computing solutions for infrastructure refurbishment. The importance of doing so is underscored by two recent and inter-related developments germane to IT governance within the Canadian public sector at the federal level: first, an April 2010 Auditor General’s report lamenting the general state of disrepair of antiquated, legacy systems across the
Government of Canada (underpinning billions of dollars of service processing and delivery); and secondly, the 2011 formation of Shared Services Canada, an internal agency meant to coordinate, to some degree consolidate, and upgrade the shared IT infrastructure for the federal government as a whole. In line with other likeminded democracies such as the US, the UK, and Australia, Shared Services Canada (SSC) is now tentatively exploring the deployment of cloud-based solutions as its efforts take shape. Accentuating the importance of such matters, a more recent report by the Auditor General in October 2012 cited significant weaknesses in cyber-security within Government of Canada operations (directly relevant since the safeguarding, storing, and sharing of personal data and corporate information flows are central factors in discussions and debates pertaining to cloud computing feasibility and desirability), while a major data breach would be revealed early in 2013.¹

Beyond such critical internal matters pertaining to infrastructure, the notion of the cloud may also be viewed as a proxy for a wider societal transformation that, in turn, impacts government both administratively and politically. As Young puts it, the cloud as a symbolic basis of a wider virtual universe driven by a myriad of smaller and more powerful and mobile computing devices, a penchant to share more and more personal information online – especially via social media, and a new form of enhanced and shared networked intelligence (Young, 2012). This wider transformational is nonetheless partial and contested – rooted within tensions between traditional proprietary concepts and mindsets on the one hand, and newer emerging models of open source and shared openness (often associated, but not synonymous with cloud computing models as discussed below). For governments, the advent of so-called ‘Gov 2.0’ is very much predicated upon this wider notion of a cloud as a more open, networked, and participative architecture for not only digital infrastructure but also organizational and societal governance (Roy 2013b). The resulting implications not only impact individual government levels (such as and perhaps notably the federal government and its aforementioned reforms) but also the public sector as a whole with respect to local and provincial jurisdictions and the widening interdependence of all such levels in a cloud-driven and increasingly mobile era (ibid.).

In exploring cloud computing infrastructure as well as the wider implications of cloud-inspired governance, this article is organized as follows. Following this introduction, section two explains the origins of cloud computing in today’s virtual environment and the prospective benefits and risks for government. Shifting to a more empirical perspective, section three presents an exploratory case study of the Canadian public sector as a whole – encompassing examples and initiatives from all government levels, both individually and in terms of their shared efforts.² Section four then draws from this case study the most lessons and implications for both cloud computing deployment within the wider pursuit of Gov 2.0. The article then concludes with a brief summary of the main argumentation and key lessons of this undertaking.

2. THE EMERGENCE OF CLOUD COMPUTING: BENEFITS AND RISKS

As a new form of digital infrastructure, cloud computing is intertwined with virtualization and the emergence of the Internet, defined as follows by Wyld: “The term “cloud computing” has at its core a single element: computing services are delivered over the Internet, on demand, from a remote location, rather than residing on one’s own desktop, laptop, mobile device, or even on an organization’s servers (p.6 Wyld, 2010). Closely tied to virtualization on the one hand, and a commoditization of many forms of IT services on the other hand, many observers speak of cloud computing as a form of utility computing – accessing and paying for infrastructure developed, residing, and
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